d to the PEC closure (see Fig. S2 ). This way we take the electron scattering depth into account, as this allows us to calculate the decay rate of emitters at any location within the cavity. We use this in the convolution of the theoretical result with the PSF obtained in the previous section and explained in the main text.
By considering the metal coating as a perfect conductor, and neglecting the open end at the bottom of the cavity, we can consider our nanocavities as cylindrical waveguides with a circular cross section, closed off at one end with a perfect conductor (see Fig. S2 ). This allows us to analytically calculate the power emitted by a classical dipole into each available mode inside the cavity, as a function of location and orientation of the dipole. The (infinite) waveguide allows transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) modes, defined by H z = 0 or E z = 0, respectively. The solution for E z for TM waves in this case is:
where k z is the propagation constant of the mode, J m is the Bessel function of the first kind where m is zero or a positive integer and the whole solution is subject to J m (k r r) = 0 at the boundary.
This yields k r = ξ mn /a with a the radius of the waveguide and ξ mn the n-th zero of the Bessel S3 function of order m. The propagation constant k z then becomes
Similarly, for TE waves
now subject to J m (k r r) = 0 where the prime indicates the derivative. Here, k r = ξ mn /a with ξ mn the n-th zero of the derivative of the Bessel function of order m. The tangential electric field components E r and E φ of the TM or TE modes can be obtained from E z or H z , respectively, with
where E t = (E r , E φ ) and ∇ t = (∂/∂r, r −1 ∂/∂φ) in polar coordinates.
The power dissipated into each mode, by a current distribution J present in a volume V , is
given by the amplitude a mn of that mode when excited by J. The expression for the amplitude is:
with E = (E r , E φ , E z ) and N mn a normalization constant given by
Integration is over the cross section S. Then, the power into any single mode is given by P mn = |a mn | 2 N mn . To describe a dipole, we choose J to be a current infinitesimally small in size, described by a three-dimensional delta function. Furthermore, without loss of generality, we choose z = 0 for the plane in which the dipole lies and z = d for the plane where the cavity is closed off with a perfect conductor, see also Fig. S2 . We apply the superposition principle between z = 0 and z = d to construct a solution, consisting of waves propagating in the +z and −z direction, such that the tangential field (E r , E φ ) is zero at z = d. Then, all boundary conditions are fulfilled.
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This yields an expression for the total field at z = 0 which is inserted into Eq. S3, where we only have to take modes into account that propagate in the −z direction. Hence, we can calculate the amount of power P (r, φ, z) that is dissipated by a classical dipole at a depth d underneath the metal closure of a nanocavity with arbitrary radius, and determine into which mode. We can relate this to the decay rate of a quantum emitter by using P/P 0 = γ/γ 0 where P 0 is the power dissipated by a classical dipole in a reference environment (here: an infinite YAG crystal) and γ 0 the decay rate of a quantum emitter in the same environment. We take Ce 3+ as an isotropic emiter and therefore average the decay rates of dipoles oriented along the three orthogonal axes. 4 We take the broad spectrum of Ce 3+ in YAG into account by calculating the isotropic decay rates over the frequency range of interest and weighting it with the measured and normalized Ce 3+ :YAG emission spectrum.
Finally, as the cavities have a slight conical shape, i.e., the sidewalls are not exactly perpendicular to the substrate, we interpolate between the minimum and maximum radius of the cavity when we calculate the decay rate as a function of depth. This result is then used in the convolution with the electron point-spread function (see below).
III. Estimate of Cathodoluminescence Point-Spread Function
In order to estimate our point-spread function of the focused electron beam, we perform a Monte
Carlo simulation of the elastic scattering of electrons with the freely-available software package CASINO. 5 As a substrate we use Yttrium-Aluminum Garnet (Y 3 Al 5 O 1 2), where we use the manufacturer-provided density of 4.57 g/cm 3 . 6 On top of the substrate, we place a layer of 30 nm thickness with the parameters of aluminum, as provided by the program. We simulate the scattering of 100,000 electrons and use that data to build a three-dimensional point-spread function (PSF). For every electron scattering event, the scattering position and energy loss is recorded. Subsequently, we discretize the scattering positions onto a grid of cubes of 5×5×5 nm, and determine the total number of scattering events and energy loss per mesh cube. We assume that the CL intensity is proportional to the electron energy loss due to elastic scattering, 7 i.e., a constant fraction of 
IV. Depth dependence of decay rate
In the experiment and model, we scan the electron beam in the xy-plane. Therefore, experimentally, we obtain the modulation of the decay rate in the cavity in the xy-plane (convolved with the PSF) but the modulation along the z-direction is averaged. With tomographic techniques and by employing multiple acceleration voltages it may be possible to probe the depth dependence of the decay rate inside the cavities, 8 as the electron energy loss profile is modified. To illustrate this, we perform Monte Carlo simulations similar to those described in Sect. III for 3, 4 and 5 kV acceleration voltages. Figure S4 shows the normalized energy loss in YAG as a function of depth for each acceleration voltage, where we integrated the electron loss in the xy-plane. As such, we ignore radial dependencies here for simplicity. From Fig. S4 , it is clear that higher acceleration voltages lead to a larger penetration depth of the electrons into the YAG material.
In Fig. S5 we plot the decay rate inside the cavities as obtained through our analytical model on the axis of symmetry (r = 0, black curve). Here we have used the average diameter of each nanocavity, which is stated in the title of each subfigure between parentheses. The colored bands in Fig. S5 represent the distribution of the energy loss function inside the YAG crystal, where the opacity of the color is a measure for the amount of deposited energy, directly corresponding to the S7 curves in Fig. S4 . The colored dots are simply the calculated average decay rate, weighted with the energy loss distribution of the electrons. The position of the data point on the x-axis is the average depth itself, weighted by the energy loss. In all cavities, the decay rate increases as a function of depth, which is also evident from the calculated average decay rate for the three acceleration voltages: as the voltage increases, a deeper part of the cavity is probed and as a result a higher average decay rate would be the result. Therefore, a rather naive implementation would already result in useful information on the decay rate distribution deeper down into the cavity. As such, it is plausible that with more advanced tomographic techniques the depth dependence of the decay rate can be further resolved. Figure S5 : (a)-(d) Decay rate inside the cavities as obtained through our analytical model on the axis of symmetry (r = 0, black curve). Here, we used the average diameter of the cavities, indicated between parentheses behind the programmed thickness. The colored bands indicate the energy loss curves from Fig. S4 , where the opacity is proportional to the energy loss. Larger acceleration voltages lead to a energy loss distribution that probes the deeper areas of the cavities. The colored dots are a calculation of the expected average decay rate, where the energy loss distribution was used for weighting. The depth position was calculated as a weighted average of the position in z. This simple approach shows that already then information about the decay rate variation in depth can be retrieved.
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V. Non-radiative pathways
The model of Section II assumes perfect metal, i.e., lossless. Typically, some losses occur when emitters are very close to an absorbing medium, such as real metals due to either the generation of plasmons or direct non-radiative energy transfer. 9, 10 Due to limitations in time, we have performed a limited set of fully three-dimensional finite-element simulations for the smallest cavity in our data set. This cavity, with programmed size of 300 nm, is likely a good representative for a worst-case scenario as emitters are most closely surrounded by absorbing walls which quench the emission, and Q-factors in all cavities are moderate such that strongly resonantly enhanced losses can be neglected. Furtermore, we limited ourselves to simulations at the emission peak of Ce 3+ in YAG, 550 nm. Figure S6a shows a cross section of the simulation domain, with in grey the aluminum walls of the nanocavity and in purple the YAG substrate. Above the substrate, the medium is vacuum. The conical shape is based on measurements with the electron microscope of the fabricated structure. We sweep a point dipole along the z-direction for r = 0, and perform a simulation for each of the two principal dipole orientations. The E z part of the electric field is plotted in Fig. S6b for a certain moment in time, where the dipole is oriented along the z-axis and located 30 nm below the surface of the cavity.
The results of the sweep in z are shown in Fig. S7a . Here we plot the isotropic relative decay rate γ iso as defined in the main text, and extract the (normalized) radiative and nonradiative parts γ r and γ nr , respectively. We see that the radiative decay rate is in qualitative agreement with our results obtained analytically. The non-radiative decay channels are initially high but diminish rapidly, which corresponds to quenching of the emitter by the aluminum layer. After this fast decay of the non-radiative decay rate due to near-field energy transfer, γ nr slowly drops further which we attribute to the widening of the structure and therefore with a larger distance between the emitter and the walls, where radiatively-induced losses dominate. Figure S7 : Isotropic relative decay rate γ iso , and the radiative and non-radiative components for the cavity of 300 nm (see Fig. S6 ). In (a), we plot γ iso (see main text), the radiative part of γ iso named γ r , and the non-radiative part γ nr , where we swept the dipole position in depth while maintaining the radial position r at zero. In (b), we maintained a depth of 30 nm and swept the radial position r instead. Close to the metal walls, the non-radiative decay rate rises quickly due to non-radiative energy transfer to the metal. In (c) and (d), the corresponding fraction of the non-radiative decay channels is plotted, for a sweep in depth and radial position, respectively.
